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An Introduction to Your Partners in

Food Processing and Packaging

Established in 1973, the Food Machinery
Company was originally founded as a service
and engineering company and has evolved
to become a high quality food machinery and
packaging supplier with a key emphasis on
after-sales support.
Our experienced management team and
highly skilled engineers work in partnership
with specially selected international suppliers
to ensure our comprehensive product range
meets clients’ expectations and is fully
compliant with relevant legislation.
In addition to machinery and service
packages, we offer design and consultancy
services that seek to offer clients the most
cost effective and efficient solutions with the
key aim of contributing to our clients’ success
in the marketplace.
We take pride in ensuring we offer the best
solution for our clients and our turnkey service
means we deliver a finished solution to your
factory, not just a selection of machines.
So let us make sure everything fits and
communicates, saving you time and money.
THE FOOD MACHINERY
COMPANY LTD
ROCHESTER
KENT
ME3 8RF
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Complete Turnkey Solutions
Conveyor Systems
Bucket Elevators
Vibratory Feeders
Rotary Packing Tables
Conveyors
Flighted Elevators
Auger Feeders
Platforms

Packaging & Weighing Systems
Multihead & Linear Weighers
Flow Wrappers
Vertical Form Filling Systems
Pouch Machines
Auger Fillers & Vacuum Packers
Thermal Pouch Printers
Metal Detectors & Checkweighers
Volumetric Depositors

Flexible Packaging
Plain & Printed Film
Pouches & Bags
Compostable & Recyclable Packaging

EST 1973

WWW.FOODMC.COM

What we do...

Food Processing Machinery
Ready Meal & Produce
Butchery & Bakery
Mixers & Vacuum Cooling
Cooking
World Food Production

Washing & Hygiene
Crate & Bin Washers
Utensil Washers
ShoeWrap

Robotics

Installation & Commissioning
Experienced engineers

PROJECT TIMELINE

More than a supplier!
WE offer...

Whether it’s by email, phone or in
person, our sales team are ready
to help you with any query.

Development & Demo Centre

We can send our team out to
check your site and ensure the
proposed projects fits and works
in your space.

Training & delivery

02//site visit

01//consultation

Worldwide spare parts supply
modifications & Custom builds

03//design

TurnKey solutions
consultancy & design
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Our in-house design team work
to make our systems fit your
products, no matter how complex.
We send you drawings and 3D
models to help you visualise your
project. We work hard so you can
work smart.

We pride ourselves on our work, so before we
deliver your machine we run, test and offer a FAT
here in our purpose-built development centre to
ensure the machine meets your project
specification before it leaves the factory.

07//deliver
We have a fleet of vehicles
and trusted couriers to
deliver your machines at a
time that causes minimal
disruption to your
production.

06//test

10//after sales

Our in-house engineers work
on all the machines to
integrate and program to suit
your requirements.

Having been founded as a service
company we understand the importance
of support. Our dedicated after-sales
team are here to provide you with
support, services and parts.

Our engineers are certified for
using forklift trucks, elevated
platforms and access towers.
All our engineers are directly
employed by the Food
Machinery Company.

04//quote

We can customise training to your
requirements and even offer
additional training packages for
engineers, supervisors and hygienists.

09//training

05//build
Our competitive prices
make us stand out from the
crowd and ensure you’re
getting the best quality for
the best price.

We offer certified training either on-site
or at our development centre - ideal for
BRC audits.

08//install

We hold a huge selection of parts in
stock ready for fast delivery and if we
don’t have what you’re looking for in
stock then we can quickly obtain parts
from around the globe.
Our in-house service and parts
co-ordinators can assist in finding
the right part or arrange for one of our
service engineers to visit if required.

Design - develop - deliver
WWW.FOODMC.COM

Case Studies - Turnkey Solution
Our brief from Morrisons was to design, supply and
install an indexed line with multihead weighers that
could deposit up to three separate components
into a range of trays at a rate of up to 58 trays per
minute, plus an associated feed system.

Additionally, the 20-head weigher can either
operate as two 10-head weighers for mixing two
products or as a 20-head weigher, selecting the
weight combination from any of the 20 heads for
faster production.

Feed System:
The feed system incorporates two variable speed
vibratory feeders with 170 litre capacity hoppers
that feed free-flowing products onto two elevated
conveyors. Each elevator discharges onto a
horizontal belt of the same design, which
conveys the product to each side of the
two-product 20-head weigher.

Mounting and access platform:
A two level stainless steel platform was
installed to give access to the weighers and
conveyors for cleaning and maintenance.

A single belt variable speed feed unit is used for
transferring leafy products onto a single
elevated conveyor. This discharges directly
onto a 14-head salad weigher.
Weighing system:
The system has two stainless steel multihead
weighers:
- 14-head weigher fitted with 5.5 litre weigh
bins and rotary top cone for the leafy and
bulky salad style products.
- 20-head weigher two product model fitted
with 2.5 litre weigh bins and split vibratory
top cone to mix up to two separate products.
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Index conveyor:
The index conveyor is driven by a Schneider
servo motor system which is controlled by a
Schneider HMI. The servo system allows for
electronic adjustment of tray lengths to enable the
line to handle a range of trays. Easily adjustable
side guides facilitate a rapid changeover between
different tray widths.
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Filling System:
The system fills two trays per index: the weigher
timing hopper is mounted just above the index belt
and has two chutes to feed the product into each
of the trays. Three differently sized quick change
masks are mounted in IGUS bearings above the
conveyor and automatically raise and lower to
guide the product into the trays and minimise any
tray seal edge contamination.
The two trays index forward, the filling mask lowers
into the trays and a signal is then sent to the
weigher to deposit. One product deposit is in the
timing hopper for immediate depositing and the
second follows immediately thereafter. Once both
deposits are dispensed, the mask raises and the
belt indexes forward to repeat the cycle.

Ready Meal
Production
The system comprises of a 14 head multihead weigher model
JW-A14S mounted on a motorised mobile lifting frame, which can
be positioned directly above the existing ready meal assembly lines.
Sensors/interfaces between the weigher and the assembly line
automatically dispense product directly into the trays as they pass
under the weigher.
A custom built feed conveyor keeps the weigher fed with
produce; sensors on the weigher start and stop this as required.
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Automating your production facility is easier and more affordable than you may think.
The price of robots and automation components has dramatically reduced in recent years and, with the cost of labour ever
increasing, more and more companies are finding that automation is not only affordable but also offers fantastic payback times
and improvements to manufacturing efficiencies.
The Food Machinery Company provides automated systems to reduce labour costs and increase quality control, hygiene
and productivity. Our in-house design team use the latest 3D modelling software to give you a clear understanding of your
automated process, ensuring we implement the correct solution before manufacturing commences.
Our focus on palletising, pick and place, and food contact applications means we provide a high-quality specialised service in
our field of expertise. All systems are fully assembled at our UK factory and rigorously tested before being shipped.
Specially designed automation can allow your business to be more responsive, competitive and dynamic, and react to
the ever-changing demands of the food industry. This type of bespoke automation lends itself to the possibility of further
development in the future, allowing the systems to grow with your business.
We work with a large variety of mainstream robot manufacturers, ensuring the highest level of reliability and support. We utilise
3-axis, 4-axis and 6-axis robots to cover any palletising or pick and place application.
If you would like to discuss automating a process, packing a product or end of line palletising, then please contact us to
arrange a free quotation.
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The Food Machinery Company is proud to present our Modular Packing System
(MPS). This system has been designed to allow clients to have a single vertical form
fill and seal (VFFS) machine with multiple fillers for use with multihead weighers, linear
weighers, auger fillers for powders and liquid fillers. A platform is not required as the
fillers mount directly onto the chassis of the MPS and can be changed with a suitable
stacker truck or forklift.
- Interchangable filling system
- Siemens PLC
- UK Software
- Optional Web Access
- Remote Diagnostics
- Remote Support
- Reporting / Batch Control
- Panasonic Servo Drives
- HBM Load Cells
Scan me for more information,
images, videos, drawings and
pricing!
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Conveyor Systems
A key requirement of packaging and processing is
the ability to safely and efficiently convey the raw
or finished product between each section of the
manufacturing process.
We specialise in the design and supply of conveying
systems to handle both raw and finished products
through all stages. Our in-house CAD designers
design and prepare 3D drawings of the proposed
system, which is then manufactured to specification
by our suppliers.
On completion, engineers from the Food Machinery
Company attend site to install and commission the
system, ensuring it integrates fully with both new and
existing equipment.

Bucket Elevators
Although often used for conveying delicate and bulk
products, bucket elevators can also be used as an
indexing assembly conveyor to mix multiple products.
Custom-built to suit any space and application, our bucket
elevators include options for:
•
Easy clean
•
Full washdown
•
Stainless or painted steel finish

Vibratory and belt Feeders
Feeders ensure an even distribution of
product onto conveyors. Vibratory feeders are
best suited to free-flowing products, whereas
belt feeders can be used for products that are
prone to bridging.
- Variable speed discharge
- Various sizes available
- Various finishes available

Rotary Packing Tables
The lazy Susan style rotary packing table is
used to collect finished packs from packaging
machinery, accumulating packs in a single
accessible area and improving efficiency.
- Adjustable height
- Variable speed
- Optional wheeled base
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Conveyors

Auger Feeders

Incline Belt Elevators

Auger feeders use a rotating helical screw
mechanism to transfer powders and granular
products between two locations in a
manufacturing process.

Incline belt elevators are typically used to feed
product into weighers. We offer a wide range of belts
and the conveyors are designed and built to suit the
customer’s requirements.

- Fully welded screw as standard
- Various sizes of hopper available
- Custom length feeders
- Variable diameter feeders to suit flow rates

Options include:
- Quick release mechanism for easy belt removal
- Integrated, stainless steel or Solid PU side walls
options
- Optional drip tray and CIP washing

Linear motion conveyors

working platforms

Linear motion conveyors are used to convey
delicate products such as crisps, which may be
damaged by other methods of conveying.

Commonly used for mounting weighers
above packaging machinery, all of our
working platforms are custom designed
and built to suit the customer’s production
area and machine requirements.

- Quiet
- Reduces damage to delicate product
- Full stainless steel finish

conveyors
Conveyors are used to move products within
a food factory environment. We supply a wide
range of conveyors, all of which are designed
and built to suit the customer’s requirements.
Options include:
- Modular or PU belt
- Quick release for easy belt removal
- Integrated, stainless steel or solid PU side
wall options
- Optional drip tray and CIP washing
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finished product conveyor
The finished product conveyor collects the
finished pack from the packaging machine and
raises it to an ergonomic height for final packing.
- Moulded belt for easy cleaning
- Quick release mechanism for easy belt removal
- Variable speed

Packaging Machines
Many products require packaging, be it for
presentation, hygiene or protection.
We are proud to supply an internationally
sourced range of packaging machinery to cover
a multitude of solutions. All suppliers are audited
by our company and our machinery is designed
and built to meet the exacting standards
expected in the UK.
Guarding is added as required at our factory in
Kent to ensure machinery complies with UK
HSE and CE regulations.

VFFS
Our range of vertical form fill and seal (VFFS) machinery covers virtually
all requirements.
Models are available for:
- Pillow packs, gusset base and quad pack options
- Vacuum packing option
- Gas flush option
- Shaped seal jaws, including tear notches and euro slot punch
- Full colour touch screen operation, including customisable software
designed in-house to customer specifications

Our range encompasses machinery to pack
virtually any product, be it into bags, cartons,
cups etc.

did you know we offer trials on some of our machines?
contact us for more information!
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Packaging machines

Pouch Machines
Linear Pouch Pack is an entry level machine designed for
handling a range of pre-made bags. Different models handle flat
bags, zipper bags, doy/pouch, side gusset, spout nozzles.
- Speeds of up to 20 bags/minute
- Use with hand fill or machine fill
- Suitable for liquids, pastes, powders, granules or larger pieces
- Vacuum and gas flush options
Linear Pouch Pack

Pouch Forming series manufactures the bag/pouch from a
roll of film. This is a high speed machine that can produce, fill
and seal up to 150 bags/minute.
- Up to 150 bags/minute
- Different models for various bag sizes
- Optional bag cutters for shaped bags / handles etc.
- Can be interfaced with multihead weighers, cup fillers, liquid fillers
- Suitable for liquids, pastes, powders, granules or larger pieces
- Gas flush option

Pouch Forming Machine

Rotary Pouch Machines use pre-made bags and are designed
to allow fast and efficient changes of bag sizes. We offer models
with auto loading into a rotary vacuum sealer to vacuum seal the
filled pouches. Double seals for retort bags are available.
- Up to 60 bags/minute
- Can be interfaced with Multihead weighers, cup fillers & liquid fillers
- Special feed systems for small, difficult to load products
- Bag widths from 70mm wide to include vacuum sealing
- Gas Flush Option

Rotary Pouch Packing Machine
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Flow Wrappers
We offer a wide range of models for different pack sizes, all of which are supplied
with a choice of hand feed or auto feed
systems.
Our auto feed systems can directly interlink
with your existing production line or can
be supplied as part of a custom turnkey
package.
- Manual and auto feed options
- Range of bag sizes and films
- Upper or lower film feed systems
- Gas flush option

vacuum Packing

Carton Erectors

Our range of vacuum packers extends from
small tabletop units through to conveyor fed
models with automatic loading and unloading.

Our fully automatic carton erectors include
automatic loading and we offer a range of different models to suit different pack sizes
and products.

- All stainless-steel construction
- Single and double chamber models available
- Auto loading and unloading options
- Gas flush option

- Glued or folded carton options
- Auto load system
- Optional leaflet inserter

Tray sealers
sachet machines
Designed specifically for small pack sizes,
sachet machines are a compact alternative
to large VFFS machines. Combination
sachet machines can be fitted with your
choice of integrated filler.
- Options for cup filling, liquid filling,
powder filling or multiple product buckets
- Shaped seal jaws option available

We offer a range of tray sealers for
pre-formed trays with options for manual
or automatic loading.
- Manual, rotary or continuous loading
- Vacuum or gas flush options

Thermoformer
Vacuum packaging in large production
facilities can be done using thermoforming
machines. These machines form the soft
pocket or rigid tray from a roll of film.
Products are loaded into the thermoformed
pockets and the top web is sealed under
a vacuum, producing vacuum packaged
products. Thermoforming can greatly increase
packaging production speed.
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Packaging machines

metal detectors & checkweighers

Printers

Metal detection and checkweighing are essential processes in all food
production, ensuring safe and compliant products that are free from metal
contamination. This is not only a requisite for BRC and major retailers but
also ensures due diligence.
Checkweighing is also an important final check to ensure that packs are the
correct weight and excess product is not being given away.
Our range covers:
•
•
•
•
•

Standalone metal detectors and checkweighers
Systems to comply with stringent supermarket requirements
Optional average weight software for checkweighers
Intuitive colour touch screen operation
Different models to suit most products

We offer a range of thermal or inkjet printers
that can be integrated into most of our machines.
Our range of thermal printers are designed for
the printing of pre-made bags (with or without
zippers) prior to filling.
The print areas range from 25-100mm in width
and the printers can print both the top and
bottom of the bag simultaneously.
The printed image is designed on a PC and can
be quickly and easily changed for
different products. The image can be as simple
as a batch code or use by date, or can include
a complete product description plus title, weight,
barcodes, etc.
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Weighing Systems
Our range of weighing machinery is
designed to handle all products ranging
from fresh salads and meat products to
frozen, dried, granular or powder products.

Auger Filler
Auger fillers are used for weighing and
depositing powders.

All of our weighing machines can be
supplied as part of a custom turnkey
package, integrated with your existing
machinery or supplied as a standalone
manual-fill station.
Our weighing machinery can be integrated
into centralised system controllers for ease
of operation. This includes remote viewing
and modification of parameters, running
control and status, and provides the ability
to forward information to a SCADA system.

We supply auger fillers for integration into
packaging systems or as standalone units.

Linear Weigher
Unlike other weighers, linear
weighers have an integrated hopper
that can be filled by hand, negating
the need for conveyorised feeding.
For accuracy, they are ideally suited
to smaller free flowing granular
products with a low individual piece
weight, as the product is fed directly
into the weigh bin.
We supply a variety of models and
the standard software can blend
multiple products of different weights
into a single deposit.
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Models include:
- Volumetric fillers to fill a set volume
- Gravimetric fillers to fill to an exact weight
(automated filling systems check the
weight and auto reject underweight packs)
- Integrated feed systems for tins, jars,
pouches and bags

weighing systems

multihead weighers
Multihead weighers provide highly accurate
and high-speed weighing of fresh, frozen
and dried products.
These weighers combine product from
multiple weigh bins, always selecting
the combination of weigh bins closest to
the target product weight in order to get
accurate and precise weights.
Specialist models can also combine up
to seven individually weighed products
to provide an accurate final weight and
to minimise “give away” of high value
ingredients.

10 - 32 HEAD MODELS AVAILABLE
- All models include colour touch screen in
multiple languages
- IP66 washdown version available on all
models
- Specialist models for sticky products
available
- Memory bucket models available
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Volumetric depositors
Our range of volumetric depositors extends
from single-nozzle, standalone models for
manual filling through to fully automatic
systems for bottle, jar and tray filling.
- Honed stainless steel piston and cylinder
- 3 point PTFE seal
- 0 - 100+°C without changing parts
- Wide range of nozzle technology
- Long seal life
- High accuracy
- Multiple product mixing

Flexible packaging
Whether printed or unprinted, flexible packaging is a key
requirement of most food manufacturing businesses.
At the Food Machinery Company, we make it our mission to
provide our customers with premium printed and unprinted
packaging at competitive prices.
We work hard to ensure we offer the latest innovations and best
possible print quality that the industry has to offer.

		Full BRC and ISO accreditations
		

Full artwork and design services

		

Free packaging consultancy

		

Free standard doy pouch and K-Seal tooling

		

Affordable origination costs

		

Reduced packaging costs

		

Low minimum order quantities

		

Completely free from Bisphenol-A (BPA)

		No Fuss
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Flexible Packaging

Hot off the Press...
Eco-friendly packaging has been available for many years, but the reason it is
rarely seen on retail packaging is purely down to the impractically high cost.
What if someone could offer eco-friendly packaging at a similar cost to ‘standard’
packaging?
Look no further! We’ve been working hard to offer our customers what they need
and have produced two eco-friendly options.

Option 1

Compostable Packaging

Option 2

Recyclable Packaging

- No plastic

- Mono polymer technology

- Water based inks

- 100% recyclable

- Eco friendly adhesives

- Accepted by all major UK
Supermarkets

- Available in stand up pouches

- Limited kerbside collection
(albeit it is increasing!)
- Available in stand up pouches,
side gusseted, flat bottom pouches,
film reel, sachets and sacks.
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Processing Machinery
In recent years the UK has seen a move towards
more traditional, high quality, locally sourced
and healthier food products. The challenge of
maintaining these important aspects of a product
while reducing labour can be difficult and we are
proud to work with our customers to fulfil their
processing needs, including improving consistency,
shape, colour definition or shelf life. Speak to us to
see how we can help.
Our range of internationally sourced processing
machinery allows us to offer solutions and
improvements to most processing challenges. We
ensure that the equipment we source meets the
exacting standards expected in the UK.
We audit our suppliers, add guarding as required
and customise machines at our factory in Kent to
meet the requirements of the stringent UK HSE and
CE regulations.
Please visit our website to see the full range of
machinery we offer.

Ready Meals
We offer solutions for all sectors of the
ready meal industry, ranging from initial
preparation/cooking of the fillings and
sauces to portioning of the product
into trays, followed by sealing and
final packaging.
Talk to us to see how we can improve
efficiency of your production process
and reduce costs.

fresh Produce
Our range of fresh produce equipment includes
specialist cutting and slicing machinery to prepare
products to an exact specification.
We also supply weighers to mix multiple products,
such as broccoli and carrots, into a single bag
or tray.
Whether you need a full turnkey solution or a
custom-built machine to integrate with your existing
production line, talk to us to see how we can
improve your production process.
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processing machinery

Bakery

Mixers

Our bakery range includes equipment for
all sectors, from high street retail bakers to
large scale industrial bakers.

We supply a range of specialised mixing and blending
machinery. These machines can be supplied with
the option of manual or fully automated loading and
unloading.

Bakery machinery includes:
- Spiral and planetary mixers
- Deck and rotary rack ovens
- Dough sheeters and dividers
- Cookie depositors
- Bagel and croissant production
- Extrusion systems for flapjacks and bars

Our sales engineers can advise you on the best mixer for
your product.
Meat Mixer - Planetary Mixer - Spiral Kneader
Single Paddle Mixer - Twin Paddle Mixer
Vertical Cutter Mixer - Bowl Cutter - Stick Blender
Slanted Arm Mixer - Powder Mixers
Z-Arm Mixers - Tumblers - Cooking Mixers

Meat processing & Butchery
Our butchery and meat processing
machinery includes machines for the
entire sector from high street butchers to
large scale meat processing facilities. Full
details can be found on our website and
include:
- Sausage fillers
- Grinders and mixer grinders
- Burger and meat ball forming
- Meat tumblers
- Fresh and frozen slicing and dicing
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Rice cookers
COOKING OVENS, SMOKERS & STEAMERS
We offer industrial cooking systems to suit all requirements,
including trolley smokers, ovens and steamers in a range
of sizes. Specialist pass-through cookers are available for
HACCP separation, and we can design and build cookers
to suit virtually all applications, including options for gas,
electric or steam heating.

Our range of rice cooking equipment is
sourced from Japan, where rice quality is
paramount to the food industry. Rice should
always be cooked in rice pan batches of up
to 15kg capacity, to ensure that the flavour
of each grain is released.
Our basic rice cookers are single, double
or triple level units, which use a pan for
each level. Similar pans are used on our
semi- and fully-automated systems, which
offer continuous rice washing, soaking,
cooking, fluffing and mixing and are
capable of producing up to 5 tons per
hour of perfect rice.

Continuous fryers
Our continuous fryers range from entry level fryers through to high-volume
systems, and can include oil filtration and oil storage systems to maximise
oil life.
We also supply specialist fryers for nuts and snack products, and full
enrobing lines for pre-dusting, battering and breading.
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cooking Kettles & bratt pans

processing machinery

The Food Machinery Company has supplied industrial cooking kettles and bratt
pans for over 25 years.
Our cooking kettles are designed to provide rapid heating without burning
products, and with a cooking temperature range of 40-200°C, they are suited to
virtually every industry.
We offer traditional cooking kettles with integral steam generators, which have a
maximum temperature of 120°C, and a new range of induction kettles, which can
reach 200°C in just 90 seconds and have a digital touch panel to control heat
increments with 1°C precision. Cost-effective and better for the environment,
induction heating can be used for a wide variety of cooking processes.
Kettles can be supplied with stirrers and other optional extras, such as sous vide
baskets, cleaning tools or slow mix, which enables stirring during emptying.

We also offer a range of bratt pans and oil jacketed cookers
which provide high temperature cooking for frying, braising
and caramelising products, including confectionery products.
Traditional electric bratt pans have a stainless steel cooking
surface, are easy to clean and are an efficient option for
all-round use.
Induction bratt pans offer efficient heating to 250°C in just
123 seconds and have a digital temperature control for
precise heating of food products. Cost-effective and better
for the environment, induction heating can be used for a
wide variety of cooking processes.
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World Food production
The UK has long enjoyed foods from around the world.
However, one major problem with the production of such
traditional foods is the skilled labour and time required to
produce them.
For over 25 years we have been representing a
Taiwanese company that manufactures specialist
machines for automating the production of many
world foods.
We guide our clients in selecting the most suitable
machine from the range and then, in our own
development centre in Kent, we help to develop
recipes using ingredients that are more readily
available in the UK.
Our skilled factory and engineering teams design
and add guarding and interlocks to comply with the
UK standards.

Our Past Projects include products such as;
Gyoza
Mochi
Manti
Hargao
Rasgulla
Spring Rolls
Peda
Mammoul
Cha siu Bao
Shu Mai
Moon Cake
Paratha
Kubba

Kulcha
Momo
Thepla
Biltong
Biscotti
Flapjack
Granola
Chapati
Burrito
Sushi
Lumpia
Fish / Meat Balls
Falafel

Aranani
Dal Puri
Date / Protein Balls
Superfood Bars
Popcorn
Empanada
Ravioli
Chevda
Gulab Jamun
Namkeen
Kachori
Matcha
Samosa
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world foods

08//matcha
02//wraps

07//protein balls

01//Bao

09//flapjack

10//gyoza

03//Spring rolls

04//mooncake
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06//sushi

12//raviolli

11//falafel

05//wonton

13//biltong

industrial washing & Hygiene
Hygiene is of critical importance in the food
industry, but it’s only when you face the daily
challenge of cleaning a multitude of crates, boxes,
trays, pallets, tote bins and dolavs that you realise
how much time and resource it can take.
Additionally, machine parts that are regularly hand
washed can become lost or damaged, causing
production delays.
We offer a wide range of specialised washers,
and our powerful and low maintenance
machines are designed to ensure the highest
level of hygiene.
Our systems vary from small standalone utensil
washers through to large fully-automated washing
systems with automatic loading and stacking.
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Crate & Bin Washers
We have been supplying the UK with our
range of industrial washers from Holland for
over 25 years.
Clients include food factories, bakeries and
distribution centres, as well as fresh produce
growers, research labs and pharmaceutical
companies.
We offer solutions for washing virtually any
item, regardless of the level of spoilage.
- Distribution and product crates
- Chocolate moulds
- Tote bins
- Dolavs
- Pallets

hygiene & washing

SHOEWRAP
ShoeWrap is a unique machine that
automatically applies covers onto your shoes.
Far more hygienic than hand applying
disposable covers and more hardwearing
than elasticated covers, the ShoeWrap feeds
out and heat shrinks a film cover over the
sole of the shoe in under five seconds.

UTENSIL WASHERS
These self-contained washers are used for washing machine
change parts and other components. Special racks are available
for washing chainmail gloves, knives, multihead weigher bins etc.
With a wash of 60°C and a hot sanitising rinse at 80°C, parts are
efficiently washed and sanitised far more thoroughly than can be
achieved by hand washing. Alternative temperature cycles are
available.
Change parts can be loaded into a tray and washed together,
which helps to prevent loss and damage.
We offer washers of various sizes to suit different capacities,
IWWas well as side tables for pre-washing and unloading.
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Uses of ShoeWrap include applying covers
to shoes to maintain hygiene in areas of food
factories, and dental and medical surgeries,
or to protect carpets from dirty shoes in
offices etc.
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www.foodmc.com
01634 272345
sales@foodmc.com
Disclaimer: The contents and information contained in this brochure are
intended for general marketing purposes only and are subject to change.

